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Combining the traditional
with the modern

Robots perform in the
Beijing Opera
At the Beijing Opera’s robot performance
ormance
held at this year’s Expo in Shanghai,
hanghai,
China presents itself as a country
ry that is
able to combine its centuries-old
d culture
with modern technological advances.
nces. The
robot controller was developed
d at the
University of Shanghai using Beckhoff
Industrial PCs with TwinCAT as the
he automation system and EtherCAT as the communication system.

The robots, developed by the University of Shanghai
and wearing the traditional costumes of the Beijing
Opera, are manipulated and coordinated by a PCand EtherCAT-based Beckhoff automation platform.
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The Beijing Opera, a synthesis of music, drama, pantomime, dance and martial arts, represents a quintessential
element of traditional Chinese culture. This year, it may
even be added to the UNESCO List of Intangible Cultural
Heritage of Humanity. The Beijing Opera is based on
legends, myths and historical events which are embedded in the psyche of the Chinese public. Well-defined
roles, artistic costumes and masks, and the general
absence of stage scenery or props raise the spectacle to
a highly symbolic level.
At the Beijing Opera’s robot performance held at this
year’s Expo in Shanghai, China presents itself as a
country that is open to technological progress without
relinquishing cultural roots. Under the global theme of
the Shanghai Expo 2010, “Better City, Better Life,” the
robot performance gives us a taste of a life in the future
with artificial intelligence.
The robots were shown for the first time in the Beckhoff
booth at the Industrial Automation Show in November
2009 in Shanghai. They were developed at the University of Shanghai and use a Beckhoff Industrial PC with
TwinCAT automation software and EtherCAT as the control and motion platform.
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The robots implement the following key technologies:
| Dual arm coordination in a single robot: each robot
has two arms which interact in harmony.
| Multi-robot cooperative performance in a group:
multiple robots work synchronously according to
the actions specified in advance, involving key technologies such as robot self-localization, information
exchange among robots and cooperation, etc.
| control methods for robot arms and mobile platforms: control technology for coordination between
robot chassis and arm gestures
| multi-robot identification and navigation & positioning technology: laser-based, multi-sensor and
multi-robot identification, tracking and navigation
technology
| multi-robot network control: multi-robot coordination via network communication and a speciallydesigned protocol
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Control components used
C6350 | Control cabinet Industrial PC
CP62xx | “Economy” built-in Panel PC
EK1100 | EtherCAT Coupler
EL4132 | 2-channel analog output terminal
EL5101 | Incremental encoder interface
EL2521 | 1-channel pulse train output
terminal for stepper motors
TwinCAT | Software PLC/Motion Control

Multiple robots work synchronously according to the

Dual arm coordination in a single robot: each robot has

actions specified in advance, involving key technologies

two arms which interact in harmony.

such as robot self-localization, information exchange
among robots and cooperation, etc.

